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The Inspector requests a further statement from the Council on whether it considers that any
parts of Parcel B of the Green Belt have potential for sustainable housing development for
implementation in the second half of the plan period, i.e. from around 2023 and which could be
allocated as a reserve site in the Local Plan.
In particular, the following information is sought:
i.
The area to be safeguarded for future development, presumably based on natural
boundaries.
ii. The potential number of dwellings which could be developed in the area, based
on approximately 35 dph.
iii.
Any harm that future residential developments in the proposed safeguarding area
would cause to the role and function of the Green Belt.
iv.
Whether 2023 is a reasonable date for release of the safeguarded land for
development and if not what would a reasonable date be?
This was then followed up with the following question on 30 June from the Inspector’s interim
statement.
(i) Further Statement on Green Belt Potential Development Area, as set out in
Document HD10, which following comments expressed by the Council’s officers
on Day 6, should also include any other safeguarding areas for future
development and any reassessment of the potential from areas within areas of
flood risk, including sites that now have planning permission.
The Council sets out the information requested and its response to these questions in this
document.

2. Methodology
The assessments in this report build upon two existing parts of the Local Plan evidence base:
the Site Selection paper (A5) and the Green Belt Review (G2). Where possible existing
information has been used, but in some cases new work has been under taken in line with the
methodology set out in those two documents.
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From the Inspector’s questions it is clear there are three distinct sources where sites for
potential future development can be found:
 Land within Parcel B of the Green Belt,
 Sites which were omitted from the Local Plan through the site selection process, for
various reasons
 A reassessment of sites within areas of flood risk (flood zone 3a)
Each potential source will be dealt with in turn.

3. Green Belt
Through the Green Belt hearing session the Inspector requested that the Council investigate
land within Parcel B in more detail, as this could potentially identify a smaller parcel for further
assessment. The area described to the Council was a ‘natural bowl’ close to the existing urban
area.
To understand and define the area(s) that could be assessed the Council undertook site visits
to the Green Belt and reassessed LIDAR information to establish the topography for this area
of Parcel B. Then following the guidance from paragraph 85 of the NPPF 1 physical features
were used to identify any clear boundaries for potential new parcels to be assessed.
The Council identified a small area of existing parcel B, close to Gorsy Bank Road, which is
referred to as Parcel C and amounts to 5.66 hectares. When using the Council’s density
assumptions for the Local Plan and a dwellings per hectare of 35 a total of approximately 329
dwellings could be delivered – this assumes a net developable area of 60% on a site of this
size. Figure 1 shows the area the Council considers to be appropriate to assess as a new
parcel – parcel C.
To answer the Inspector’s question (iii) Any harm that future residential developments in the
proposed safeguarding area would cause to the role and function of the Green Belt, the
Council used the methodology from the Green Belt Review (G2) to appraise parcel C (Table 1).

Table 1: Green Belt Parcel C Appraisal
Purpose 1. To check the unrestricted The Green Belt boundary along
sprawl of large built up areas
Gorsy Bank Road forms a clear,
logical and well established boundary.
It has contained the urban area and
effectively prevented the outward
expansion of Hockley to the south of
the urban area.
Parts of Parcel C are contained in a
depression of lower lying land,

particularly around Hockley Hall and
the corner of the junction of Gorsy
Bank Road and Hockley Road. A less
intrusive urban extension could be
achieved by restricting development
to the lower lying land, which would
minimise the amount of urban sprawl.
Purpose 2. To prevent neighbouring The nearest small hamlet to the south
towns merging into one another
of Gorsy Bank Road is Whateley in
North Warwickshire, which is little
more than a collection of farm
buildings and is contained within the
North Warwickshire Green Belt.
Development within Parcel C would
lead to extension of the urban area
towards this settlement although it
would not result in coalescence.
Purpose 3. To assist in safeguarding As with purpose 1, the Green Belt has
the countryside from encroachment
prevented spread of the urban area to
the south of Gorsy Bank Road, which
has helped to maintain this area of
open countryside. Development of the
whole of Parcel C would lead to a
block of urban development jutting
southwards into the countryside.
As noted against purpose 1,
encroachment would be minimised by
containment within the hollows at
Hockley Hall and the junction of
Gorsy Bank Road and Hockley Road.
Purpose 4. To preserve the setting Not applicable to Tamworth as a
and special character of historic whole, however, it should be noted
towns
that Hockley Hall, located to the west
of Hockley Road, is a grade II listed
building dating from the 17th century.
The historic nature of the landscape
of irregular field systems associated
with the Hall and its farmstead is
particularly evident in the area east of
Hockley Road, which contains a
number of irregular shaped fields.
The historic field system forms an
important element of the setting of the
Hall.

1

Define boundaries clearly, using physical features that are readily recognisable and likely to be
permanent.

Purpose

5.

To

assist

in

The sunken green lane is unique in
the Tamworth landscape.
urban Maintenance of the Green Belt
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regeneration, by encouraging the boundaries has encouraged the rerecycling of derelict and other urban use of previously developed land. The
Borough has been successful in
land
promoting brownfield development up
until now and the emerging Local
Plan represents the first large scale
release of greenfield land, which is
taking place outside the Green Belt.
Additional appraisal criterion:
There are no formal recreation areas
Promoting positive use of the Green or parklands in this part of the Green
Belt
Belt, however, there are actively used
public footpaths and well established
horse related uses on the eastern
side of Hockley Road, which are
contained in a number of pony fields
and paddocks totalling approximately
7.8ha.

Additional appraisal criterion:
Preservation of the landscape

The sunken green lane which cuts
through the middle of the parcel is a
very quiet road and mostly used by
walkers, horseriders and other
recreational users.
The area south of Gorsy Bank Road
has a completely different character
to the built up area. It comprises
irregular shaped fields which are
bounded by mature hedgerows. Parts
of the parcel are contained in a
hollow. It is largely agricultural and
the area along the northern boundary
contains a number of well established
horse stables, paddocks and grazing.
A public right of way leads from Gorsy
Bank Road, through the paddocks
and links up with Hockley Road to the
south of Hockley Hall. It has a distinct
physical character with challenging
topography in the corner field at the
junction of Gorsy Bank Road and
Hockley Road. South of this junction,
Hockley Road takes the form of a
historic sunken green lane, which is
unique in Tamworth.
The area to the west of Hockley Road
contains the 17th century Grade II
listed Hockley Hall and historic
irregular field patterns. The field

system forms an important part of the
setting for the Hall. The heritage
asset and its setting form a policy
constraint to development as it would
be necessary to preserve and
enhance both in line with the NPPF.
There is potential across the area for
below ground archaeology.
Slopes and ridgelines are very
prominent in this area and they form
important skyline landscape feature
that
enables
views
of
open
countryside from within the urban
area. It follows therefore that if
development extended from Gorsy
Bank Road and Hockley Road
towards the ridgeline, it would be
highly visible from a wide area.
Conversely, if development was
contained in the lower lying parts of
the parcel and did not extend up the
hillside, it would be less visually
intrusive.

The Council considers that if land in parcel C were to be removed from the Green Belt it would
cause harm to its role and function. Some aspects of this harm could potentially be mitigated
through new development.
The Green Belt in this location has been successful in performing its five functions as set out in
the NPPF. By retaining the edge of the urban area along Gorsy Bank Road and the rear of
properties on Hedging Lane, the urban area has been prevented from extending southwards
into open countryside. These physical boundaries are easily defined and form a logical edge to
the urban area.
Any development of Parcel C would represent an urban extension and encroachment into the
open countryside towards the hamlet of Whateley and the potential destruction of historic field
patterns. However, this harm could be minimised by restricting development to the lower lying
areas and containing it within the existing field boundaries.
Removing this area from the Green Belt would also displace the well established horse related
uses and necessitate diversion of an attractive public right of way. The landscape setting of
Hockley Hall would be compromised by development and development on the higher land and
ridgelines would be visible from a wide area, with detriment to the landscape setting of the
south of the borough.
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Figure 1: Green Belt Parcel C
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The definition of a logical boundary would be reliant upon the retention of the mature
hedgerows which could also assist in the assimilation of potential development into its
surroundings. Impact on historic assets would be addressed through Policy EN6 and the
NPPF. Restricting development in this way would reduce the yield of the parcel.
The potential date of release is discussed later in this paper.

Table 2: Summary of Omitted Sites
ID

Site Name

Site Area
/ ha

Capacity
/ dwellings

Potential
Availability

Overcoming Constraints

394

Land off
Dunstall Lane
[extension to
proposed
allocation]

13.6
[area not
allocated]

333
[area not
allocated]

Post 2020

Consideration of combined
master plan with remainder of
Dunstall Lane SUE or
demonstrate how this site would
function alongside the SUE.
Achievability is likely in either
scenario.

4. Testing the assumptions of omitted sites
During the hearing sessions dealing with flexibility the Council informed the Inspector that there
were other areas of land within the Borough, outside of the Green Belt that had been omitted
as housing allocations for various reasons. As the potential Green Belt release area was also
omitted for allocation in the submitted Plan, the Council strongly consider that sites within the
urban area, or extensions to the proposed SUEs (Figure 2) could also offer sustainable
locations for development in the future.

651

Anker Valley
[extension to
proposed
allocation]

27.5
[area not
allocated]

577
[area not
allocated]

Post 2025

368

Glascote Social
Club
Hyundai
Garage,
Lichfield Street
Land/building
off Wardle
Street
(assessed with
site 376)
Jewsons,
Saxon Drive
Marmion Street
Car Park

1.2

25

Highly unlikely

Landowner would have to make
site available for development.
If monitor and manage approach
shows improvement on Gungate
corridor due to North Tamworth
Local Transport Package, some
development may be possible but
at unknown capacity. This would
likely be subject the BDL in
Lichfield coming forward first.
NA

0.24

12

Highly unlikely

NA

0.11

4

Post 2020

Landowner would have to make
site available for development.

0.51

32

Post 2025

0.26

26

Post 2020

409

Hospital Street
Car Park

0.17

18

Post 2020

410

Marmion Street
Car Park

0.1

10

Post 2020

448

Amington Pub

0.39

14

Post 2020

467

Fazeley
Autocentre and
Units behind
Briers
Scrapyard,
Glascote

0.52

14

Highly unlikely

Landowner would have to make
site available for development.
Completion of Gungate retail
scheme and town centre car
parking strategy.
Completion of Gungate retail
scheme and town centre car
parking strategy.
Completion of Gungate retail
scheme and town centre car
parking strategy.
Landowner
would
have
to
redevelop part of site to
incorporate housing and pub use,
likely at reduced capacity.
NA

0.31

11

Highly unlikely

NA

Appendix 1 sets out the Council’s assessment from Document A5 and then adds further
comment as to how and when these sites could potentially come forward later in the Plan
period if constraints were overcome.
The original site assessments for 651 and 394 related to larger areas including the Anker
Valley SUE allocation and part of the Dunstall Lane SUE allocation. The areas considered in
this paper would form extensions or ‘stand alone’ sites adjacent to these SUEs. Sites assessed
in the north of Tamworth and Anker Valley area beyond site 651 that would be served by the
Gungate transport corridor have not been considered. The Anker Valley Sustainable Urban
Extension, Transport Package Appraisal (F2) suggests development should be restricted to the
level permitted by the Anker Valley and Browns Lane planning permissions. If a monitor and
manage approach to highways issues were to identify extra capacity it is highly unlikely that it
would exceed the 1,000 dwelling North of Tamworth broad development location in Lichfield
District and the 577 dwelling capacity in the remainder of area 651. Indeed development in
area 651 would likely be prejudicial to development of the Broad Development Location in
Lichfield District which is providing 500 units to meet Tamworth’s needs. Further areas of the
green belt have not been considered as the Inspector was clear in his question which area
might warrant safeguarding after his consideration of green belt function. Therefore none of
these areas have been put forward as reasonable alternatives.
Table 2 summaries the appendix, highlighting those which the Council consider to have
potential for sustainable development. It indicates how significant constraints could be
overcome for sites to be considered developable and the possible timeframe for availability if
landowners were to make sites available and deal with all issues. This assessment provides
the following potential sources of supply and the phase of the plan they might come forward in:




SUE Extensions: 333 dwellings after 2020 and 0 to 577 further dwellings after 2025.
Urban Area Sites: 143 to 170 dwellings after 2020 and 32 dwellings after 2025.
Green Belt Parcel B: 0 to 329 dwellings after 2025.

376

377

380
397

498
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ID

Site Name

Site Area
/ ha

Capacity
/ dwellings

Potential
Availability

Overcoming Constraints

501

Garages off
Orchard Street
and land off
West Street,
Kettlebrook
Land off
Tamar,
Wilnecote
Jolly Sailor Car
Park

0.8

23

Post 2020

Mitigation for loss of (low
recreational value) open space.
Resolution of feasibility issues
with below ground infrastructure.

0.41

14

Highly unlikely

NA

0.92

44

Highly unlikely

NA

Hedging Lane
Employment
Area
Land behind
Kempton Drive
7 Comberford
Road and The
Pastures
Two Gates
Working Mens
Club
Land at Silver
Link Road

2.16

46

Highly unlikely

NA

1.68

47

Highly unlikely

NA

0.37

4

Highly unlikely

NA

0.66

18

Highly unlikely

NA

3.56

75

Post 2020

629

Former Martial
Arts Centre,
Birds Bush
Road

0.6

17

Highly unlikely

Proposal to offset loss of playing
field, which has been out of use
for several years.
NA

352

Land South of
Hockley Road
[area for
potential green
belt release]

15.66
[area for
potential
green
belt
release]

329

Post 2025

503

518
531

547
556

600

626

Mitigation for impact to historic
landscape character and Grade II
listed hall. [unlikely to be wholly
mitigated]
Viability would need to be
confirmed given physical
constraints and need to provide
school and off-site highways
measures. [Impacts in terms of
sustainable transport are unlikely
to be wholly mitigated in this part
of the Borough].
Assembly of site due to
fragmented ownership and lack of
intent for development would be
challenging.
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Figure 2: Potential Areas for Future Housing Development and Green Belt Parcel
C
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5. Flood Zone 3a Sites
These sites are already allocated in the Plan, but as set out in the Plan, they are not relied
upon to deliver the housing requirement of 170dpa, nor are they considered as part of the
contingency and flexibility. The sites are allocated to promote sustainable development in
defended flood risk areas. Potential housing allocations were subject to the sequential test
which indicated that these sites must pass the exception test prior to development. The Level 2
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) (G16) indicates that these sites may pass the
exception test but does not ultimately confirm the feasibility of flood risk mitigation, which must
follow detailed FRA.
Since the Local Plan has been submitted for examination one of these sites has been granted
outline consent and two sites have received pre-application advice on indicative schemes. The
landowners have responded positively in an exceptionally short space of time since the presubmission Plan was consulted on. Therefore the Council now considers that the feasibility
issue over these sites is no longer a significant constraint as it can be inferred from the
approved application and pre-application discussions that deliverable and feasible schemes
are possible. The Council considers that these sites (140 dwelling capacity in total) could now
be taken into consideration when establishing the housing requirement for the Plan (Table 3).

Table 3: Progress of Flood Zone 3a Sites
Site
Reference

387

390

591 & 593

Site Name

Coton
House
Farm

Coton Hall
Farm

Co-op
Filling
Station
and land
west of

Planning
Permission

Description

Decision Date

None

0074/2015

Valid
application
not yet
submitted

Outline
residential
development
with all matters
reserved
except means
of access,
including 30%
affordable
housing. 35
dwellings

Pre-application
Pre-application
discussions 2015
on part of site;
Agents acting for
two main
landowners in
contact regarding
flood risk and Plan
progress October
2014, June 2015

Resolution to
approve
subject to S106
(June 2015)
Incomplete
application
submitted 2014;
pre-application
discussions with
both landowners
2015

504

Treetops
Garage,
Dosthill

None

Developer intent by
owner/developer
October 2013,
available in 1-5
years; Confirmed
on phone June
2014

6. Anker Valley SUE
On 1st April 2015, the Anker Valley SUE was granted permission for 535 dwellings. When
preparing the draft and pre-submission Local Plans a capacity of only 500 was used when
calculating the Plan housing requirement and level of flexibility. Therefore the Council now
considers that the additional capacity at Anker Valley could be taken into consideration when
establishing the Local Plan’s housing requirement.

7. Potential implementation dates of reserve or safeguarded sites
The Inspector requested that the Council provides a statement on whether it considers that any
areas of land have potential for sustainable housing development for implementation in the
second half of the plan period, i.e. from around 2023 and which could be allocated as reserve
sites in the Local Plan.
The Council queries the purpose of reserve and safeguarded sites and the soundness issue
which is seeking to be resolved. The Council strongly considers that the Plan provides
sufficient flexibility and contingency to the Plan target of 4,250 new dwellings without the need
to reserve sites as a ‘plan B’.
Reserve or safeguarded sites would be identified to provide contingency for a lack of delivery
on allocated sites by a certain point in time. The reserve sites would be restricted by policy to
come forward after a predetermined event. This in effect stops land coming forward before that
date.
The Council considers that only two sites are of sufficient capacity to be indentified for reserve
or safeguarding: an extension to the Dunstall Lane SUE (site 394); and land off Silverlink Road
(626). However, the Plan as it stands does not stop either of these sites coming forward now or
in the future. It is important to re-state that neither of these sites was allocated because their
delivery in the Plan period was not sufficiently certain. The Council were conscious that both
Lichfield and North Warwickshire Councils wanted certainty over the remaining number of
dwellings coming from Tamworth. The Council did not want to give a figure to either Council
which had elements of doubt factored in. In short this would be to avoid a difficult situation:
both politically and in a planning sense, of re-negotiating housing numbers in several years
time, if large sites in Tamworth failed to be delivered.
The Council is concerned that if the reserve or safeguarded sites are a ‘plan B’ to the failure of
Lichfield District Council and North Warwickshire Borough Council plans to meet the already
committed 1,000 dwellings or the remaining c1,000 dwellings it would create uncertainty over
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the purpose of Lichfield and North Warwickshire’s role in meeting Tamworth’s housing needs.
It would also create uncertainty for landowners and developers, which is diametric to the
purpose of Local Plans. The process to achieve such a mechanism would be complicated as
only one Local Plan is being examined at this point in time.
A review or trigger policy must be clear and capable of being implemented with ease. The
mechanism as it stands through the submitted Tamworth Local Plan and the adopted plans of
Lichfield and North Warwickshire achieves this. The Plans of North Warwickshire and Lichfield
clearly state that if there is further unmet need arising from Tamworth, then that should be dealt
with through their forthcoming Site allocation DPDs or a review of their primary document
(Local Plan or Core Strategy). Lichfield and North Warwickshire both confirmed at the hearing
sessions that this is their intended course of action.

8. Summary
The Council considers that there would be harm to the Green Belt in parcel C, but some
aspects of that harm could be mitigated. An assessment of harm is not sufficient to justify the
release of Green Belt. Exceptional circumstances must be demonstrated. To do this it must be
demonstrated that sustainable development in this location is possible. A further sustainability
appraisal on this discreet area of land within site 352 (that has already been assessed) would
be required. From the existing SA on site 352 issues significant issues have already been
highlighted and are detailed in Appendix 1, furthermore the Council considers that the delivery
of this site would be challenging.
The Council now considers that 140 dwellings from the Flood Zone sites and the larger than
planned for capacity at Anker Valley (an additional 35 dwellings) could be factored into
assessing the Council’s housing requirement (currently 4,250) and ensuring a sufficient level of
flexibility remains.

Finally the Council is concerned about the reasons for allocating reserve sites, for two primary
reasons. Firstly it could artificially hold back potential development in Tamworth, in the case of
sites 394 and 626: as currently there is no policy to restrict their development. Secondly the
process as to how reserve sites would be released and the uncertainty this would create in the
wider development market. It was clear at the Tamworth hearing sessions there are developers
with land interests adjacent or close to Tamworth, for these developments to be held back
whilst waiting on possible sites in Tamworth (that the Council has already assessed as
currently not deliverable) is not in the spirit of positive planning.
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Appendix 1: Detailed Consideration of Omitted Sites
Table A1: Extensions to SUEs

ID

Site Name

Site Area
/ ha

Capacity
/ dwellings

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion from Site
Selection Paper 2014

Potential Consideration as
Reserve Site

394

Land off
Dunstall Lane
[extension to
proposed
allocation]

13.6
[area not
allocated]

333
[area not
allocated]





New primary school to
serve 394, 529, 528
Flood Risk
Assessment, mitigation
measures
Green infrastructure
linking to countryside
Buffer to Broad
Meadow SBI and canal
corridor
Sustainable Drainage
Systems and Canal and
River Trust consent if
required
No restriction of
culverts
Historic Environment
Desk-Based
Assessment
Design to protect
setting of listed
buildings, Hopwas
Conservation Area in
Lichfield District, canal
corridor and landscape
character
Public right of way
retained or alternative
provided
Access scheme to
highway for 394, 528,
529
Access to prevent harm
to Grade II Listed
Dunstall Bridge
Pedestrian and cycle
links

Major positive impacts:
 Housing



The potential housing sites on
previously developed land fall
well short of the need for
housing in the plan period. As a
single allocation Dunstall Lane
would be of sufficient size to
include flood risk mitigation and
for the design, layout and scale
to provide a sensitive transition
from Ventura Park and Bonehill
to the historic setting of Hopwas
and the Birmingham and
Fazeley Canal.

Area was excluded from SUE as
landowner did not express intent
to develop, however they did not
rule out possibility of development
in the future.

New primary school to
serve 406 and 651
Flood Risk
Assessment; no
development in
functional floodplain
Green infrastructure
linking to countryside
Otter and water vole

Major positive impacts:
 Housing






















651

Anker Valley
[extension to
proposed
allocation]

27.5

577







Additional demand for sports facilities
due to size of site
Adjacent to Birmingham and Fazeley
Canal (crossed by two culverts)
Grade II listed bridges cross canal
Proximity to Broad Meadow SBI - Site
SBI 4 on the policies map – and River
Tame
Portable antiquities scheme find spots
north of site
Post medieval recorded archaeology
and potential earlier precursors,
prehistoric archaeology and
paleoenvironmental remains
TMHECZ (Historic Environment
Character Zone) 9 in Part three of the
Tamworth EUS report – historic
landscaper character value of Dunstall
Farm buildings
Hopwas Conservation Area to north
Landscape character type ‘Riparian
Alluvial Lowlands in the Trent Valley
Washlands’, priority for enhancement
Central Rivers Initiative area
Coastal and Floodplain Grazing Marsh
UK BAP Priority Habitat on part of site
Part of site in Flood Zone 2 and 3
Potential flood risk to arterial routes
Limited local school capacity
No suitable access for site alone,
Two points of access required
Public right of way crosses site
Wigginton and Hopwas Parish Council
object to development
Potential sewerage impact: Medium
(difficult connection, known hydraulic
issues)
Not affecting sports facilities
Proximity to Warwickshire Moor SBI
and LNR (Local Nature Reserve) – SBI
5 and LNR 5 on the policies map
Potential for protected water vole and
otter species
Potential to impact upon late prehistoric
archaeological remains
Site visible from Amington Hall




















Major adverse impacts:
 Land use (greenfield)
 Historic assets (listed
bridge, conservation
area, archaeology)
 Flood Risk (FZ3)





Multiple private
ownership
Developer intent
received for part
of site in
combination with
sites 528 and 529
Pre-application
discussion

Minor adverse impacts:
 High quality places
(canal, landscape)
 Biodiversity (SBI, canal,
river)
 Air, water, land, noise
(sewerage)

The principle of development is
consistent with the NPPF. After
mitigation measures, the
adverse impacts of the
development of greenfield land
(para 111), to the historic
environment (para 126) and
due to flood risk (para 100)
would be outweighed by the
benefits of meeting a
substantial part of the need for
housing (para 47) with
associated community facilities
(para 70).

Information in support of Dunstall
Lane SUE proposal suggests site
could be made suitable and
achievable.
Potential to be accessed
independently but coherent
design with allocated Dunstall
Lane SUE would deliver better
sustainability outcomes. Will be
important to see consideration of
potential development of this area
in layout of allocated Dunstall
Lane SUE.
The site has the potential to reach
its full capacity, around 333
dwellings. Site could be available
from 2020 assuming landowner
wishes to commence other
allocated sites in their ownership
first.

Part of site SELECTED for
allocation in combination
with sites 528 and 529 with
the boundary redrawn to
exclude FZ3

Major adverse impacts:
 Land use (greenfield)
 RRR waste and water
 Air, water, land, noise
(agricultural land,
contamination)




Multiple private
ownership
Planning
Committee
resolution to
grant Outline
consent for 535
dwellings
(reference

SA impacts considered in detail
at outline planning application.
The principle of development is
consistent with the NPPF. The
site would meet a substantial
part of the need for housing
(para 47). The adverse impacts
after mitigation measures are

Area was excluded to restrict the
capacity of the Anker Valley SUE
in order to limit highways impact
on Gungate corridor. House
builders have had options on this
area in the past.
If monitor and manage approach
to Lichfield BDL shows
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ID

Site Name

Site Area
/ ha

Capacity
/ dwellings

Technical Consultation Summary
















Conservation Area – CA 5 on the
policies map – and listed buildings
Adjacent to part of River Anker BAS
(Biodiversity Alert Site) – BAS 2 on the
policies map
Landscape character type ‘Lowland
Village Farmlands in the Mease
Lowlands’, priority for enhancement
Contains grade 2 agricultural land
Secondary A and B aquifers
Potential contamination from historic
landfill on part of site
Partially in FZ3
1 in 30 year surface water flood risk
Adjacent main river
Ordinary watercourse on site
Limited local school capacity
Transport assessment submitted with
application
Capacity limited by potential traffic
impacts to Fountains Junction and
Gungate Corridor
Public right of way crosses site
Potential sewerage impact: Medium
(not sewered and other side of railway)

Mitigation Measures
















survey and sensitive
design
Design to protect or
enhance Amington Hall
Conservation Area and
setting of listed
buildings
Maintain and enhance
BAP priority landscape
features
Sequential approach to
avoid best and most
versatile agricultural
land
Preliminary Risk
Assessment for
Contaminated Lane
Conserve Warwickshire
Moor SBI and River
Anker corridor
Transport Assessment
and two access points
Improvements to
Gungate Corridor and
Fountains Junction
Site capacity currently
restricted to 500
dwellings to further
mitigate highways
impacts
Pedestrian and cycle
links
Public right of way
retained or alternative
provided
New sewerage
infrastructure

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent
0105/2014)
subject to S106
agreement.

Minor adverse impacts:
 Active lifestyles (rights of
way)
 Historic assets
(archaeology,
conservation area and
listed buildings)
 High quality places
(landscape)
 Biodiversity (BAS, LNR,
SBI, protected species)
 Flood risk (FZ3)
 Transport infrastructure
(traffic)

Conclusion from Site
Selection Paper 2014

Potential Consideration as
Reserve Site

expected to be minor.

improvement on corridor due to
North Tamworth Local Transport
Package, some development on
this site may be preferable to
development of full extent of
Arkall Farm site in Lichfield
District.

Site SELECTED for allocation
with boundary redrawn to
exclude FZ3 and to reduce
capacity to limit traffic
impacts on the Fountains
Junction and Gungate
Corridor

Potential for some delivery but
would likely fall far short of 577
given highways constraints and
competition with Lichfield BDL.
Site could be available after 2025
due to need to monitor highways
conditions as Anker Valley and
Browns Lane are built out.

Table A2: Urban Area Sites
ID

Site Name

Site Area
/ ha

Capacity
/ dwellings

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion from Site
Selection Paper 2014

Potential Consideration as
Reserve Site

368

Glascote Social
Club

1.2

25





[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable
to consider mitigation by
policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing



The appraisal of adverse
impacts in the SA does not take
account of potential mitigation
as policy wording was not
included for the site in the presubmission Local Plan. The
balance of impacts may have
been balanced or positive.

Planning permission granted for
supermarket and new social club
building. Preparations reportedly
underway to start clearing site.
Unlikely to come forward for
housing.






Site contains a bowling green sports
facility and allotments
Existing surface water flooding issues
Site is adjacent to two Grade II listed
buildings
Coal mining development high risk area
Limited local school capacity would
require a contribution towards primary
and secondary schools





Replacement of sports
facility or evidence
supporting lack of need
Flood Risk Assessment
Sustainable Drainage
Systems
Design to protect
setting of listed
buildings




Minor positive impacts:
 Land use (social club)

Club member
ownership
Landowners no
longer intend to
develop for
housing
Planning
application
received for
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ID

Site Name

Site Area
/ ha

Capacity
/ dwellings

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures










Highway Authority concerns over
intensification at access, and proximity
of bus shelter and signalised crossing
Potentially contaminated land near site
Secondary A aquifer
Contamination issues not known
Potential sewerage impact: Low
(Subject to hydraulic modelling)




Coal Mining Risk
Assessment
Transport Assessment
and potential off-site
measures
Preliminary Risk
Assessment for
Contaminated Land

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent
retail (reference
0271/2014)

Minor adverse impacts:
 Active lifestyles (bowling
green and allotments)
 Historic assets (listed
building and archaeology)
 Flood risk (surface water)
 Air, water, land, noise
(sewerage)

Conclusion from Site
Selection Paper 2014
The NPPF requires housing
allocations to be deliverable or
developable (para 47) for which
they must be available or have
a reasonable prospect of
availability (footnotes 11 and
12). Cumulatively, allocating
unavailable land would conflict
with meeting objectively
assessed housing need (para
14) by failing to identify the total
unmet need for the borough.
Site NOT
allocation

376

Hyundai
Garage,
Lichfield Street

0.24

12











Not affecting sports facilities
Adjacent to Town Centre Conservation
Area – CA 1 on the policies map
Adjacent grade II listed building
Tamworth EUS HUCA 13: Lichfield
Road and The Leys, moderate
archaeological potential
Secondary A and B aquifers
Potentially contaminated land from use
as garage
Limited local school capacity
Access preferable from Wardle Street
Potential sewerage impact: Medium
(known flooding problems downstream)







Education contribution
Preliminary Risk
Assessment for
Contaminated Land
Design to protect or
enhance conservation
area and setting of
listed buildings
Access from Wardle
Street and design with
377

[SA takes account of
potential mitigation]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (garage)
 Travel (Rail access)




Minor positive impacts:
 Historic assets (protected
or enhanced)
Minor adverse impacts:
 Air, water, land, noise
(contamination,
sewerage)

Dual private
ownership
Landowners no
longer intend to
develop for
housing. Recent
permission
implemented for
new hot food
takeaway
(reference
0425/2013) and
car sales use reestablished

Land/building
off Wardle
Street
(assessed with
site 376)

0.11

4









Not affecting sports facilities
Adjacent Town Centre Conservation
Area – CA 1 on the policies map
Proximity to grade II listed building
Tamworth EUS HUCA 13: Lichfield
Road and The Leys, moderate
archaeological potential
Secondary A and B aquifers and River
Tame 225m to south
Potentially contaminated land
Limited local school capacity







Education contribution
Preliminary Risk
Assessment for
Contaminated Land
Design to protect or
enhance conservation
area and setting of
listed buildings
Access design with 376

[SA takes account of
potential mitigation]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (car wash)
 Travel (Rail access)
Minor positive impacts:
 Historic assets (protected
or enhanced)





Single private
ownership
No confirmed
developer intent
Site under size
threshold unless
developed with
site 376, which is
unavailable

SELECTED

for

The appraisal of adverse
impacts in the SA does not take
account of potential mitigation
as policy wording was not
included for the site in the presubmission Local Plan. The
balance of impacts may have
been balanced or positive.

Commercial uses have recently
commenced
on
site
and
landowners are not interested in
redevelopment. Unlikely to come
forward for housing.

The NPPF requires housing
allocations to be deliverable or
developable (para 47) for which
they must be available or have
a reasonable prospect of
availability (footnotes 11 and
12). Cumulatively, allocating
unavailable land would conflict
with meeting objectively
assessed housing need (para
14) by failing to identify the total
unmet need for the borough.
Site NOT
allocation

377

Potential Consideration as
Reserve Site

SELECTED

for

The appraisal of adverse
impacts in the SA does not take
account of potential mitigation
as policy wording was not
included for the site in the presubmission Local Plan. The
balance of impacts may have
been balanced or positive.

Were
unable
to
conclude
intentions of landowner. Site
could be available after 2020

The NPPF requires housing
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ID

Site Name

Site Area
/ ha

Capacity
/ dwellings

Technical Consultation Summary



Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Minor adverse impacts:
 Air, water, land, noise
(contamination,
sewerage)

No highways objections in principle
Potential sewerage impact: Medium
(known flooding problems downstream)

Conclusion from Site
Selection Paper 2014
allocations to be deliverable or
developable (para 47) for which
they must be available or have
a reasonable prospect of
availability (footnotes 11 and
12). Cumulatively, allocating
unavailable land would conflict
with meeting objectively
assessed housing need (para
14) by failing to identify the total
unmet need for the borough.
Site NOT
allocation

380

Jewsons,
Saxon Drive

0.51

32











Employment land
Tamworth EUS within HUCA 17: Saxon
Drive and Tamworth Station, potential
for archaeology
Site adjacent to Victoria Road/Albert
Road Conservation Area – CA 3 on the
policies map – and within 100m of a
number of Locally Listed Buildings
Secondary A and B aquifers and 175m
from river
Potential contamination from use as
timber yard
Limited local school capacity
Access from Saxon Drive not supported
by Highway Authority
Potential sewerage impact: Low
(Subject to hydraulic modelling)







Design to protect or
enhance conservation
area and setting of
listed building
Preliminary Risk
Assessment for
Contaminated Land
Education contribution
Access design to be
agreed

[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable
to consider mitigation by
policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (storage)
 Travel (Rail access)




Single private
ownership
Landowners do
not intend to
develop for
housing

Minor adverse impacts:
 Historic assets (listed
buildings, conservation
area, archaeology)
 Air, water, land, noise
(contamination,
sewerage)

Marmion Street
Car Park

0.26

26









Potential contamination as site
previously developed
Site lies on the north astern corner of
Tamworth’s Anglo-Saxon and medieval
defences and adjacent to the Saxon
Defences SAM – SAM 1 on the policies
map – potential for archaeology
Site directly to the south of the Victoria
Road/Albert Road Conservation Area –
CA 3 on the policies map – and close to
several Listed structures
Used as public car park
Limited local school capacity







Preliminary Risk
Assessment for
Contaminated Land
Design to protect or
enhance conservation
area and listed
buildings
Car parking strategy
Education contribution

[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable
to consider mitigation by
policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (car park)
 Travel (rail access)
Major adverse impacts:
 Historic assets (SAM,
conservation area,
archaeology)

SELECTED

for

The appraisal of adverse
impacts in the SA does not take
account of potential mitigation
as policy wording was not
included for the site in the presubmission Local Plan. The
balance of impacts may have
been balanced or positive.

Established commercial use for
which the site is a prominent
location. However could be
attractive site to house builder as
well. Allocation as safeguarded
site may attract interest. Site
might become available after
2025.

The NPPF requires housing
allocations to be deliverable or
developable (para 47) for which
they must be available or have
a reasonable prospect of
availability (footnotes 11 and
12). Cumulatively, allocating
unavailable land would conflict
with meeting objectively
assessed housing need (para
14) by failing to identify the total
unmet need for the borough.
Site NOT
allocation

397

Potential Consideration as
Reserve Site




TBC owned site
Was considered
for release, but
TBC currently
has no plans to
release site for
development and
will be retained
long term as a
car park

SELECTED

for

The appraisal of adverse
impacts in the SA does not take
account of potential mitigation
as policy wording was not
included for the site in the presubmission Local Plan. The
balance of impacts may have
been balanced or positive.

Could be available following
completion of Gungate scheme,
which will secure substantial town
centre car parking for the future,
Could be available from 2020 but
only subject to an up to date town
centre car parking strategy.

The NPPF requires housing
allocations to be deliverable or
developable (para 47) for which
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ID

Site Name

Site Area
/ ha

Capacity
/ dwellings

Technical Consultation Summary


Mitigation Measures

Potential sewerage impact: Low
(Subject to hydraulic modelling)

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion from Site
Selection Paper 2014
they must be available or have
a reasonable prospect of
availability (footnotes 11 and
12). Cumulatively, allocating
unavailable land would conflict
with meeting objectively
assessed housing need (para
14) by failing to identify the total
unmet need for the borough.

Minor adverse impacts:
 Air, water, land, noise
(contamination,
sewerage)
 Transport infrastructure
(parking)

Site NOT
allocation
409

Hospital Street
Car Park

0.17

18













410

Marmion Street
Car Park

0.1

10












Ordinary watercourse
1 in 200 yr surface water flood risk
Secondary B aquifer
Potential contamination as site
previously developed
The site is immediately adjacent to
Hospital Street Conservation Area – CA
2 on the policies map. It is also
immediately adjacent to a number of
Grade II Listed Buildings along
Aldergate, and within 100ms of locally
listed buildings
Site lies within the Tamworth EUS
HUCA 3: Aldergate. The site lies within
the bounds of the medieval and AngloSaxon defences of the town, high
archaeology potential
Limited local school capacity
Used as public car park
Potential sewerage impact: Low
(Subject to hydraulic modelling)

Secondary A and B aquifers
Potential contamination as site
previously developed
1 in 30 year surface water flood risk
Site lies adjacent to the Saxon
Defences SAM – SAM 1 on the policies
map
Site lies directly to the south of the
Victoria Road/Albert Road Conservation
Area – CA 3 on the policies map – and
close to several Listed structures
Site lies within EUS HUCA 18: Victoria
and Albert Roads, potential archaeology
Limited local school capacity
Used as public car park
Potential sewerage impact: Low


















Sustainable Drainage
Systems
SCC watercourse
consent
Preliminary Risk
Assessment for
Contaminated Land
Design to protect or
enhance conservation
area and setting of
listed buildings
Historic Environment
Desk Based
Assessment
Education contribution
Car parking strategy

Preliminary Risk
Assessment for
Contaminated Land
Sustainable Drainage
Systems
Early consultation with
conservation officer and
English Heritage
Design to protect or
enhance conservation
area and setting of
listed buildings
Education contribution
Car parking strategy

[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable
to consider mitigation by
policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (car park)
 Travel (rail access)




Major adverse impacts:
 Historic assets
(conservation area,
listed buildings,
archaeology)

TBC owned site
Was considered
for release, but
TBC currently
has no plans to
release site for
development and
will be retained
long term as a
car park

Minor adverse impacts:
 Flood risk (surface water)
 Air, water, land, noise
(contamination,
sewerage)
 Transport infrastructure
(parking)

[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable
to consider mitigation by
policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (car park)
 Travel (rail access)
Major adverse impacts:
 Historic assets
(conservation area,
listed buildings,
archaeology)
Minor adverse impacts:

Potential Consideration as
Reserve Site

TBC owned site
Was considered
for release, but
TBC currently
has no plans to
release site for
development and
will be retained
long term as a
car park

for

The appraisal of adverse
impacts in the SA does not take
account of potential mitigation
as policy wording was not
included for the site in the presubmission Local Plan. The
balance of impacts may have
been balanced or positive.

Could be available following
completion of Gungate scheme,
which will secure substantial town
centre car parking for the future,
Could be available from 2020 but
only subject to an up to date town
centre car parking strategy.

The NPPF requires housing
allocations to be deliverable or
developable (para 47) for which
they must be available or have
a reasonable prospect of
availability (footnotes 11 and
12). Cumulatively, allocating
unavailable land would conflict
with meeting objectively
assessed housing need (para
14) by failing to identify the total
unmet need for the borough.
Site NOT
allocation




SELECTED

SELECTED

for

The appraisal of adverse
impacts in the SA does not take
account of potential mitigation
as policy wording was not
included for the site in the presubmission Local Plan. The
balance of impacts may have
been balanced or positive.

Could be available following
completion of Gungate scheme,
which will secure substantial town
centre car parking for the future,
Could be available from 2020 but
only subject to an up to date town
centre car parking strategy.

The NPPF requires housing
allocations to be deliverable or
developable (para 47) for which
they must be available or have
a reasonable prospect of
availability (footnotes 11 and
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ID

Site Name

Site Area
/ ha

Capacity
/ dwellings

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary



(Subject to hydraulic modelling)



Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion from Site
Selection Paper 2014
12). Cumulatively, allocating
unavailable land would conflict
with meeting objectively
assessed housing need (para
14) by failing to identify the total
unmet need for the borough.

Flood risk (surface water)
Air, water, land, noise
(contamination,
sewerage)
Transport infrastructure
(parking)

Site NOT
allocation
448

Amington Pub

0.39

14







Limited local school capacity
Allocated local centre
Principle aquifer
Contamination issues not known
Potential sewerage impact: Low
(Subject to hydraulic modelling)







467

Fazeley
Autocentre and
Units behind

0.52

14












Not affecting sports facilities
Proximity to Tameside LNR (Local
Nature Reserve) – LNR 3 on the
policies map
Tamworth EUS HUCA 20: Sutton
Avenue and County Drive, low
archaeological potential
Secondary A and B aquifers and River
Tame 75m to east
Potential contamination from industrial
use
FZ3 behind flood defence bank
Surface water floodplain
Limited local school capacity
Access improvements required
Potential sewerage impact: Low
(Subject to hydraulic modelling)










Education contribution
Design to support local
centre and respond to
local character
Retention of pub or mix
of uses to provide town
centre services [no
proposal provided]
Preliminary Risk
Assessment for
Contaminated Land

Education Contribution
Flood Risk Assessment
and mitigation
Contribution towards
flood defence
maintenance
Buffer to LNR
Preliminary Risk
Assessment for
Contaminated Land
New access and
existing access
formalised from service
road adjacent to shops
Design to respond to
local character

[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable
to consider mitigation by
policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (pub)

Potential Consideration as
Reserve Site




Single private
ownership
Owners intend to
retain pub,
reducing
developable area

SELECTED

for

The appraisal of adverse
impacts in the SA does not take
account of potential mitigation
as policy wording was not
included for the site in the presubmission Local Plan. The
balance of impacts may have
been balanced or positive.

Owners
could
decide
to
incorporate residential use in
addition to pub. Capacity would
likely be less than 14 but site
might be available after 2020

The NPPF requires housing
allocations to be deliverable or
developable (para 47) for which
they must be available or have
a reasonable prospect of
availability (footnotes 11 and
12). Cumulatively, allocating
unavailable land would conflict
with meeting objectively
assessed housing need (para
14) by failing to identify the total
unmet need for the borough.

[SA takes account of
potential mitigation]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (garage)






Multiple private
ownership
Landowner no
longer wishes to
develop because
of:
Existing
businesses on
site

Site NOT SELECTED for
allocation
The SA indicates significant
positive impacts for the
allocation with potential
mitigation measures.

Contains multiple commercial
interests on narrow site and the
landowners do not wish to
redevelop site. Unlikely to come
forward for housing.

The NPPF requires housing
allocations to be deliverable or
developable (para 47) for which
they must be available or have
a reasonable prospect of
availability (footnotes 11 and
12). Cumulatively, allocating
unavailable land would conflict
with meeting objectively
assessed housing need (para
14) by failing to identify the total
unmet need for the borough.
Site NOT SELECTED for
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ID

Site Name

Site Area
/ ha

Capacity
/ dwellings

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion from Site
Selection Paper 2014

Potential Consideration as
Reserve Site

allocation

498

Briers
Scrapyard,
Glascote

0.31

11











Employment land
1 in 30 year surface water flood risk
Site adjacent Coventry Canal
Former line of the Glascote Works
Railway extends across the site,
potential for archaeology
Secondary A aquifer
Potential contamination due to use as
scrap yard
Limited local school capacity
Potential highways conflict if
commercial uses retained
Potential sewerage impact: Low
(Subject to hydraulic modelling)








Sustainable Drainage
Systems
Assess and mitigate
potential contamination
and land stability issues
relating to canal
Preliminary Risk
Assessment for
Contaminated Land
Education contribution
Demonstrate safe
pedestrian access

[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable
to consider mitigation by
policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (scrap yard)




Single private
ownership
Landowners do
not intend to
develop for
housing

The appraisal of adverse
impacts in the SA does not take
account of potential mitigation
as policy wording was not
included for the site in the presubmission Local Plan. The
balance of impacts may have
been balanced or positive.

Minor positive impacts:
 Travel (towpath)
The NPPF requires housing
allocations to be deliverable or
developable (para 47) for which
they must be available or have
a reasonable prospect of
availability (footnotes 11 and
12). Cumulatively, allocating
unavailable land would conflict
with meeting objectively
assessed housing need (para
14) by failing to identify the total
unmet need for the borough.

Minor adverse impacts:
 Historic assets
(archaeology)
 High quality places
(canal)
 Flood risk (surface water)
 Air, water, land, noise
(contamination, canal,
sewerage)

Site NOT
allocation
501

Garages off
Orchard Street
and land off
West Street,
Kettlebrook

0.8

23











Public open space on majority of site
Part of site in FZ 3
1 in 200 yr surface water flood risk
Protected trees on site
Site lies within the Tamworth EUS
HUCA 21: Castle Pleasure Grounds
and Tame Valley, potential archaeology
Principle aquifer and 150m from Kettle
Brook
Contamination issues not known
Limited local school capacity
Potential sewerage impact: Low
(Subject to hydraulic modelling)








Flood Risk Assessment
and mitigation
Tree survey and
retention of trees
Preliminary Risk
Assessment for
Contaminated Land
Sustainable Drainage
Systems
Education contribution
[No mitigation proposed
for loss of public space]

Established commercial use and
landowner has been clear that the
site would not be available.
Unlikely to come forward for
housing.

[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable
to consider mitigation by
policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing
Major adverse impacts:
 Land use (open space)
Minor adverse impacts:
 Historic assets
(archaeology)
 Flood risk (FZ3)
 Air, water, land, noise
(contamination,
sewerage)




TBC owned site
TBC does not
plan to release
site for
development

SELECTED

for

The appraisal of adverse
impacts in the SA does not take
account of potential mitigation
as policy wording was not
included for the site in the presubmission Local Plan. No
mitigation is proposed however
for the loss of public open
space.

Site has recently been identified
for potential Council house
building but feasibility work is at
an early stage. If issues with
underground
drains
are
unresolved, capacity would be
reduced to 13 units. Mitigation for
loss of open space yet to be
identified.

The NPPF requires housing
allocations to be deliverable or
developable (para 47) for which
they must be available or have
a reasonable prospect of
availability (footnotes 11 and
12). Cumulatively, allocating
unavailable land would conflict
with meeting objectively
assessed housing need (para
14) by failing to identify the total
unmet need for the borough.

Could be available after 2020.
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ID

Site Name

Site Area
/ ha

Capacity
/ dwellings

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion from Site
Selection Paper 2014
Site NOT
allocation

503

Land off
Tamar,
Wilnecote

0.41

14








Site was reserved for un-built local
centre, Developer transferred land to
TBC on understanding that it would be
used for open space
Limited local school capacity
Secondary A aquifer and 300m from
Kettle Brook
Contamination issues not known
Potential sewerage impact: Medium
(known problems with the pumping
station and rising main)





Education contribution
Preliminary Risk
Assessment for
contaminated land
[No mitigation proposed
for loss of public space]

[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable
to consider mitigation by
policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing






TBC owned site
TBC does not
plan to release
site for
development
Restricted to
Open Space use

Major adverse impacts:
 Land use (open space)
 Access to education,
jobs and training
(schools)

Jolly Sailor Car
Park

0.92

44













Almost entire site located within FZ 3b
Ordinary watercourse nearby
Environment Agency advise site should
be restored to natural functioning
floodplain with restored habitats
Potential for protected water vole and
otter species
Site is within Tamworth Town Centre
Conservation Area – CA 1 on the
policies map
Grade II Listed Building within 200m
Saxon Defences SAM and Tamworth
Castle SAM within 300m – SAM 3 and
SAM 4 on the policies map
Site lies within the Tamworth EUS
HUCA 21: Castle Pleasure Grounds
and Tame Valley, Site overlies the
th
position of an early 19 century cotton
mill
Landscape character type ‘Riparian
Alluvial Lowlands in the Trent Valley
Washlands’, priority for enhancement
Secondary A and B aquifers and
adjacent river












Protected Species
Survey
Design to protect or
enhance conservation
area and setting of
listed building and
scheduled ancient
monuments
Historic Environment
Desk Based
Assessment
Re-create BAP priority
landscape features
Preliminary Risk
Assessment for
Contaminated Land
Car parking strategy
Environment Agency
flood consent and SCC
watercourse consent
Education contribution
[no mitigation for
development in
undefended flood plain]

[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable
to consider mitigation by
policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (car park)
Major adverse impacts:
 Access to education,
jobs and training
(schools)
 Historic assets
(conservation area,
listed buildings, SAM,
archaeology)
 Flood risk (FZ3b)
Minor adverse impacts:
 High quality places
(landscape)
 Biodiversity (floodplain)
 Air, water, land, noise
(contamination)

for

The appraisal of adverse
impacts in the SA does not take
account of potential mitigation
as policy wording was not
included for the site in the presubmission Local Plan. No
mitigation is proposed however
for the loss of public open
space.

Council is unlikely to release open
space of high recreational value.
Site is unlikely to come forward
for housing.

The NPPF requires housing
allocations to be deliverable or
developable (para 47) for which
they must be available or have
a reasonable prospect of
availability (footnotes 11 and
12). Cumulatively, allocating
unavailable land would conflict
with meeting objectively
assessed housing need (para
14) by failing to identify the total
unmet need for the borough.

Minor adverse impacts:
 Air, water, land, noise
(sewerage)

518

SELECTED

Potential Consideration as
Reserve Site




TBC owned site
Was considered
for release, but
TBC currently
has no plans to
release site for
development and
will be retained
long term as a
car park

Site NOT SELECTED for
allocation
The major adverse impact of
flood risk could not be mitigated
as the site is almost entirely
located in the functional
floodplain of the river Tame.

Site is in functional floodplain and
allocation would be in
contravention of sequential test
for flood risk. Site will not come
forward for housing.

Development would not be
consistent with the NPPF as the
use would fail the sequential
test for flood risk (para 100).
The NPPF requires housing
allocations to be deliverable or
developable (para 47) for which
they must be available or have
a reasonable prospect of
availability (footnotes 11 and
12). Cumulatively, allocating
unavailable land would conflict
with meeting objectively
assessed housing need (para
14) by failing to identify the total
unmet need for the borough.
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Site Name

Site Area
/ ha

Capacity
/ dwellings

Technical Consultation Summary






531

Hedging Lane
Employment
Area

2.16

46













547

Land behind
Kempton Drive

1.68

47













Potential contamination as site
previously developed
Limited local school capacity
Site used as public car park
Ownership of bridge would have to be
considered
Potential sewerage impact: Low
(Subject to hydraulic modelling)
Employment land
Close proximity to Hockley (West of)
SBI – SBI 16 on the policies map
Great Crested Newt habitats nearby
Secondary A aquifer
Potential contamination due to historic
landfill use
Active landfill adjacent to the site with
potential noise, odour, physical and
landfill gas impacts
1 in 30 year surface water flood risk
Ordinary watercourse nearby
Limited local school capacity
Known speeding traffic at miniroundabout at site access
Potential sewerage impact: Medium
(known problems with the pumping
station and rising main)

Not affecting sports facilities
Secondary A aquifer
Potential contamination due to historic
coal extraction and landfill
Ordinary watercourse
1 in 30 yr surface water flood risk
Hockley Claypit SBI – SBI 13 on the
policies map
Active landfill adjacent to the site with
potential noise, odour, physical and
landfill gas impacts
Coal mining development high risk area
Limited local school capacity
Potential ransom strip and limited
capacity if accessed via estate
Potential sewerage impact: Medium
(known problems with the pumping
station and rising main)

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary






















Green
infrastructure/habitat
buffer to link to
designated wildlife site
Protected Species
Survey for ponds
within 500m of a
proposed development
Preliminary Risk
Assessment For
Contaminated Land
Odour, Noise and
Landfill Gas
Assessments
Sustainable Drainage
Systems
SCC watercourse
consent
Education contribution
Transport Assessment
and possible re-design
of roundabout
Preliminary Risk
Assessment for
Contaminated Land
SCC watercourse
consent
Sustainable Drainage
Systems
Landfill Gas Risk and
Noise and Odour
Assessments and
mitigation
Coal Mining Risk
Assessment
Education contribution
[no mitigation for loss of
wildlife designation or
access issues]

Ownership and
Development Intent




Multiple private
ownership
Landowners do
not intend to
develop for
housing

Major adverse impacts:
 Land use (vacant)
 Access to education,
jobs and training
(schools)
 Biodiversity (SBI)
Minor adverse impacts:
 Active lifestyles (right of
way)
 Flood risk (surface water)
 Air, water, land, noise
(air, contamination,
landfill, sewerage
 Transport infrastructure

The appraisal of adverse
impacts in the SA does not take
account of potential mitigation
as policy wording was not
included for the site in the presubmission Local Plan.

Multiple commercial interests on
industrial site with likely significant
remediation costs and owners do
not wish to redevelop site. Site is
unlikely to come forward for
housing.

The NPPF requires housing
allocations to be deliverable or
developable (para 47) for which
they must be available or have
a reasonable prospect of
availability (footnotes 11 and
12). Cumulatively, allocating
unavailable land would conflict
with meeting objectively
assessed housing need (para
14) by failing to identify the total
unmet need for the borough.

Major adverse impacts:
 Access to education,
jobs and training
(school)
Minor adverse impacts:
 Active lifestyles (right of
way
 Biodiversity (SBI,
protected species)
 Flood risk (surface water)
 Air, water, land, noise
(contamination, landfill,
sewerage)
 Travel (access)
[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable
to consider mitigation by
policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing

Potential Consideration as
Reserve Site

Site NOT SELECTED for
allocation

Transport infrastructure
(parking)

[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable
to consider mitigation by
policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (industrial)

Conclusion from Site
Selection Paper 2014

Site NOT
allocation



Unknown
ownership
Historic
developer
interest when
considered as
part of Dosthill
bypass

SELECTED

for

The major adverse impact to
biodiversity could not be
mitigated as almost the entire
site coincides with a designated
local wildlife site.
Development would not be
consistent with the NPPF
(para110 and 117) as it would
result in the loss of identified
ecological network and land of
high environmental value.

Site is a designated Site of
County Biological Importance and
protection from development
forms part of the Borough’s and
local nature bodies’ strategies for
biodiversity protection. Site will
not come forward for
development.

Site NOT SELECTED for
allocation
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Site Name

Site Area
/ ha

Capacity
/ dwellings

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion from Site
Selection Paper 2014

Potential Consideration as
Reserve Site

556

7 Comberford
Road and The
Pastures

0.37

4




Not affecting sports facilities
Tamworth EUS HUCA 9: Ashby Road
and Comberford Road, moderate
archaeological potential
Secondary B aquifer
Contamination issues not known
Access contingent on site 557, potential
access geometry and conflict issues
Limited local school capacity
Mature trees with potentially high
amenity value
Potential sewerage impact: Low
(subject to hydraulic modelling)



[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable
to consider mitigation by
policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing



Revised capacity of the site
falls below the threshold set for
this assessment.

Site is covered by mature trees
with recognised value to local
residents. Site is not likely to be
suitable for housing.

Archaeological potential as close to
Roman road
Secondary A aquifer
Contamination issues not known
Coal mining development high risk area
Within 250m of a landfill site that is
potentially producing landfill gas
Limited local school capacity
If a new access was proposed to the
north of the existing access then this
would impact on traffic queuing at the
Dosthill Road (A51)/Watling Street
(B5404) crossroads
Potential sewerage impact: Low
(Subject to hydraulic modelling)










600

Two Gates
Working Mens
Club

0.66

18















Preliminary Risk
Assessment for
Contaminated Land
Education contribution
Development to
observe constraints
Suitable access design


Minor adverse impacts:
 Land use (gardens)
 Historic assets
(archaeology)






Preliminary Risk
Assessment for
Contaminated Land
Coal Mining Risk
Assessment
Landfill Gas
Assessment
Education contribution
Suitable access
arrangement



[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable
to consider mitigation by
policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (club)
 Travel (rail access)






Dual private
ownership
Developer intent
received for part
of site (4
dwellings)
Capacity also
restricted by
mature trees
Access
contingent on site
557 but not
possible from
permitted
scheme on that
site
Club member
ownership
Landowners do
not intend to
develop for
housing

Major adverse impacts:
 Access to education,
jobs and training
(schools)

Site NOT SELECTED for
allocation

The appraisal of adverse
impacts in the SA does not take
account of potential mitigation
as policy wording was not
included for the site in the presubmission Local Plan. The
balance of impacts may have
been balanced or positive.

The NPPF requires housing
allocations to be deliverable or
developable (para 47) for which
they must be available or have
a reasonable prospect of
availability (footnotes 11 and
12). Cumulatively, allocating
unavailable land would conflict
with meeting objectively
assessed housing need (para
14) by failing to identify the total
unmet need for the borough.

Minor adverse impacts:
 Access to services and
facilities (club)
 Historic assets
(archaeology)
 Air, water, land, noise
(air, landfill, sewerage)

Site NOT
allocation
626

Land at Silver
Link Road

3.56

75









Site constitutes playing field
Potential noise from A5
Part of site in coal mining development
high risk area
Secondary A aquifer and 100m from
Kettle Brook
Proximity to Kettlebrook Park and
Lakes LNR – LNR 2 on the policies
map
Contamination issues not known
Limited local school capacity








Noise assessment and
mitigation
Coal Mining Risk
Assessment
Education contribution
Preliminary Risk
Assessment for
Contaminated Land
Buffer to LNR and
native planting
[no mitigation proposed
for loss of playing field]

[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable
to consider mitigation by
policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing
Major adverse impacts:
 Land use (playing
fields)
 Access to services and
facilities (playing fields)

Structure of ownership (hundreds
of club members) would constrain
sale of site and club management
have indicated no interest in
redevelopment. Site is not likely
to come forward for housing.




SCC owned site
Developer intent
received

SELECTED

for

The major adverse impacts to
access to services and facilities
and active lifestyles could not
be mitigated as no proposal has
been made to offset the loss of
the playing field.

Lack of proposal to offset loss of
playing field restricts development
at present. However playing field
is not in use and SCC have
indicated interest in disposal of
site.

Development would not be
consistent with the NPPF as the
playing field should be
protected (para 73).

With allocation of SCC resources
to address playing field loss, site
could come forward after 2020.
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Site Name

Site Area
/ ha

Capacity
/ dwellings

Technical Consultation Summary



629

Former Martial
Arts Centre,
Birds Bush
Road

0.6

17













Mitigation Measures



Potential ransom strip regarding access
via Granville
Potential sewerage impact: Medium
(known flooding problems downstream)

Martial arts sports facility
Ordinary watercourse adjacent
Secondary A aquifer and adjacent
Kettle Brook
Contamination issues not known
Part of site in coal mining development
high risk area
Potential for waterlogged late
prehistoric archaeological features
Partially located in Flood Zone 3
Limited local school capacity
Pedestrian connectivity needs to be
addressed
Kettlebrook Park and Lakes LNR – LNR
2 on the policies map
Potential sewerage impact: Low
(Subject to hydraulic modelling)

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion from Site
Selection Paper 2014

Potential Consideration as
Reserve Site

Site NOT SELECTED for
allocation

Active lifestyles
(playing fields)

Minor adverse impacts:
 Access to education, jobs
and training (schools)
 Historic assets
(archaeology)
 Biodiversity (LNR)
 Flood risk (size)
 Air, water, land, noise
(past mining, sewerage)









Sports facility retained if
needed
Preliminary Risk
Assessment for
Contaminated Land
SCC watercourse
consent
Flood Risk Assessment
and mitigation
Coal Mining Risk
Assessment
Education contribution
Suitable pedestrian
links
[no mitigation for impact
to wildlife designation]

[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable
to consider mitigation by
policy]
Major positive impacts:
 Housing
 Land use (community
facility)




TBC Owned Site
TBC does not
plan to release
site for
development

The major adverse impact to
biodiversity could not be
mitigated as the entire site
coincides with a designated
local wildlife site.

Site is within Local Nature
Reserve and will not come
forward for development.

Development would not be
consistent with the NPPF
(para110 and 117) as it would
result in the loss of identified
ecological network and land of
high environmental value.

Major adverse impacts:
 Biodiversity (LNR)
 Flood risk (FZ3)

Site NOT SELECTED for
allocation

Minor adverse impacts:
 Access to services and
facilities (community
facility)
 Active lifestyles (sports
facility)
 Historic assets
(archaeology)
 Air, water, land, noise
(sewerage)
 Travel (access)

Table A3: Green Belt Parcel C
ID

Site Name

Site Area
/ ha

Capacity
/ dwellings

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion from Site
Selection Paper 2014

Potential Consideration as
Reserve Site

352

Land South of
Hockley Road
[area for
potential green
belt release]
Green Belt
Parcel C

15.66
[area for
potential
green
belt
release]

329







[As site not proposed for
allocation, SA was unable
to consider mitigation by
policy]
Major Positive Impacts:
 Housing



The appraisal of adverse
impacts in the SA does not take
account of potential mitigation
as policy wording was not
included for the site in the presubmission Local Plan.

7.7 ha of revised site (roughly
50%) is made up of 1486-1799
AD field enclosures forming the
setting to Hockley Hall Grade II
listed building and containing
hedgerows and mature trees.

This site is located within the
West Midlands Green Belt

Same part of site slopes
significantly down to the




Overhead power lines and oil pipeline
Grade II Listed Building
Historic Landscape Character
surrounding Hockley Hall retains much
of its historic character
Potential for late prehistoric
archaeological remains
Landscape character ‘Coalfield
Farmlands in the Mease Lowland’



Design to observe
constraints: power
cables, oil pipeline,
adjacent landfill, historic
landscape, minerals
site
Design to respect
historic landscape
character and listed



Major Adverse Impacts:
Land Use (Green Belt,




Mixed private
ownership may
affect
deliverability.
Developer intent
received only for
part of site
Large areas of
site not suitable
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Site Name

Site Area
/ ha

Capacity
/ dwellings

Technical Consultation Summary















opportunity to create new landscapes of
great character
Active landfill adjacent to the site with
potential noise, odour, physical and
landfill gas impacts
Ordinary watercourse
1 in 30 year surface water flood risk
Secondary A aquifer
Contamination issues not known
Adjacent Hockley (West of) SBI – SBI
16 on the policies map
Ponds may support great crested newts
Limited local school capacity
Key junctions on Gorsy Bank Road and
Hockley Road would require
improvement
Access and pedestrian, public transport
and cycle links need detailed design
Public Right of Way crosses site
Safeguarded Minerals Site
Potential sewerage impact: High
(Known problems with the pumping
station and rising main)

Mitigation Measures
















buildings and create
new landscape value
Landfill gas and
noise/odour
assessments and
mitigation
Preliminary Risk
Assessment for
Contaminated Land
Green infrastructure
linking to countryside
and buffering wildlife
designations
Sustainable Drainage
Systems
Flood Risk
Assessment, mitigation
and SCC watercourse
consent
Protected Species
Survey
New primary school on
site and secondary
education contribution
Off-site highways
measures and travel
planning
Retain public right of
way
Early hydraulic
modelling of sewerage
[No mitigation for Green
Belt loss]

SA Summary














agricultural)
Access to education,
jobs and training (new
school needed)
High quality places
(green belt, landscape)
RRR waste and water
(water supply)
Air, water, land, noise
(grade 2 agricultural
land, sewerage impact)
Minor Adverse Impacts:
Active Lifestyles (loss of
public access to green
space)
Historic assets (listed
buildings and
archaeology)
Biodiversity
(designations, priority
habitat and protected
species)
Flood risk (surface water)
Travel (access)
Transport infrastructure
(traffic)

Ownership and
Development Intent
for development
due to power
lines, oil pipeline,
minerals site,
landscape
character and
therefore difficult
to demonstrate
the viability of the
site to deliver
critical
infrastructure of
primary school,
access and
transport
measures.

Conclusion from Site
Selection Paper 2014

Potential Consideration as
Reserve Site

which prevents through
planning policy the expansion
of the built up area of the West
Midlands conurbation into the
countryside and free standing
towns. The NPPF Section 9
paragraphs 79 to 92 sets out
the fundamental principal of
Green Belts, acceptable uses
and the exceptional
circumstances in which
boundaries may be re-drawn
and new Green Belt created.
Exceptional circumstances
have not arisen for sites to be
removed from the Green Belt.
Please view the 2014
Tamworth Local Plan Green
Belt Appraisal.

watercourse, pond and sunken
lane.

Site NOT SELECTED for
allocation

Hockley Road would need to be
widened and provided with
footpaths, where it bisects the
proposed site. The Hockley Lane
– Whateley Lane –Rush Lane
would need local widening to
provide passing points. Junctions
at Hedging Lane/A51, Hockley
Road/B5404 and Rush Lane/A51
Tamworth Road may require
improvement. The off-site road
rd
widening would require 3 party
land and therefore add
complications to site delivery.
Hockley Road may not be
suitable for re-routing bus service
8/9, only a small part of site is
accessibly by existing stops and
journey times to town centre are
over 30 minutes.
The site is in close proximity to
the indicative HS2 phase 2 route,
the implications on the local
highway network are not yet
clear.
Land ownership is fragmented
(15 titles) and this part of the
original assessed area has not
been promoted since 2006
Site assembly would be
challenging with fragmented
ownership over a relatively small
land parcel. It could be difficult to
demonstrate that the site would
ever become deliverable. At the
earliest the site could be available
after 2025.
Site capacity may not be enough
to viably meet combined cost of a
new primary school, improved
public transport and of-site
highway measures.
However impacts to historic
landscape and due to distance to
town centre, hospital and schools
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Site Name

Site Area
/ ha

Capacity
/ dwellings

Technical Consultation Summary

Mitigation Measures

SA Summary

Ownership and
Development Intent

Conclusion from Site
Selection Paper 2014

Potential Consideration as
Reserve Site
are unlikely to be wholly
mitigated.
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